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Mth PARAGffiJN HYDFOSTATIC BEARTNG you qet.,,..
GUARANTEED LONGER LIFE
PEEFTESS GF'ND'NG FESUIrc

Unique'PARAGONU hydrostatic bearing
The grinding wheel spindle is equipped with unique
"PARAGoN' hydrostatic bearing which has been
successfully developed for years. The hydrostatic
bearing not only has the same features as the
hydrodynamic bearing but also has the following
outstanding features: no metal-to-metal friction, no
overheat and no oil leakage as no oil seal is used. lt
makes spindle run very smooth, light, high accuracy
and lono lastino etc.

Hydrostatic lubication on
slideways
Hydrostatic lubrication on
wheelhead and table slideways
ensures consistently accuracy.
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IMODEL: P
This machine provides complete feed mechanism by power or by hand forfine accuracy.

Every controland operating feature is designed for maximum simplicity and safety.
. HYDRAULIC RAPID ADVANCE AND RErRACTION with cushioning at stroke end,

actuated by pushbuttons, provides time saving and safe working area to load and
unload the components.

. AUToMATIC INTERMITTENT INFEED is effective for diameter reduction from 0,0025
mm to 0.04mm (0.0001 in to 0.0016 in)in traverse grinding, and its position is selective
at right only, left only or both ends.

I MANUAL WHEEL FEED is included to adjust position of wheelhead for initial setup and

stock variations.
. HANDWHEEL INFEED with positive stop is effective for handy plunge grinding in small

lot production.
. AUToI\4AT|C INFEED with positive stop is effective for effortless continuous plunge

grinding, in coniunction with electronic spark-out timer.

IMODEL S
This machine provides: Manual wheel feed/Hydraulic rapid advance and retraction by

handlever/Handlever infeed with positive stop for handy plunge grinding/Hand ratchet
infeed lor traverse grinding.

inleel seledor
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FOR CONVENIENT SETUP AND OPERATION
IMODEL:P

lA. Tab e feed handwheel
lB. Tab e-traverse revers ng dogs
lC. Hydraulc/Hand table feed seector ever
lD. Tab e-lraverse reversing ever
lE. Hydraulic table feedrate contro knob
lF. Tarry t me control knobs
lG. Rough feedrate control knob

(a so JSeo as PlL rgs/T.ave.se cyc e se ecrot
lH. F ne feed s ow
ll. lntermiltent infeed poston contro knob
lJ. Interm ttent nfeed amount control krob
lK. Wheelhead feed handwheel
IL. Automatic/Hand whee feed se ector
I N,4. Graduaton r ng c amper
lN. Bap d retraction pushbutton

C E NT R ALLY GRO U P E D CONIROTS

MODEL: S
lA. Table feed handwheel
lB. Tab e-lraverse reversing dog
lC. Hydrau c/Nand table ieed se ectof ever
lD. Table{raverse reversing lever
lE. Hydraulc table leedrate control knob
IF. Tarry t me contro knobs
IG. Wheelhead feed handlever
lH. [,4 crofeed lever
ll. Wheelhead feed handwheel
lJ. Handwheel/Hand ever infeed seector

lO. Rap d advance pushbutton
lP 0.D./1.D. Seector
lQ. E[.ergency stop
lR. Auto. cyc e seector
lS. Plunge/Traverse cyce se ector
ll Work rotation starvstop selector
lU. n-process gauge seector (option)
lV Electronic spark-out-tirner (ior plunge grinding)
lW O.D./1.D. Grinding "start" pushbutton
lX. Power lamp
lY Eectronlc spark-out-t mer (fortraverse grind ng)
lZ. Hydra uc on/oif
l0 Coolant on/off
l0 G.W Dressing devce (opl of)

I
lK. Gradualion ring clamper
lL. G.W. "start ' pushbutton
ll\,4. Emergency stop
lN. Power Lamp
lO. Coolant on/off
IP Work spind e rotation on/off
10. G.WDressing (opton)
lR. LD./O.D. Gr nd ng se ector
lS. Hydraullc on/off
lT. Bap d feed selector
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. STRAIGHT PLUNGE

GRINDING
Automatic infeed allows
good results in srnall lot
production, inconjuction
with electronic spark-out
timer supplied as standard
accessory
Fine combination of
automatic dual infeed and
automatic 2-step in process
gauging, available at extra
price, offers the best
production rate and
grinding results in large lot
production.

. TRAVERSE GRINDING
Automatic intermittent
infeed and hydraulic table-
traverse permit to get
eff icient traverse grinding

l0bs.

. SHOULDER
GRINDING
Grinding diameter and
adjacent shoulder on a
component held between
centers in a single infeed.
With a reversible wheel
guard and drives, an
grinding whee can be
mounted on the right sid,a
oi wheelhead set in
angular position.

. FACE GRINDING
Grinding a face with
workhead set at 90
degrees from an ordinary
position. a combination
live and dead spindle
permits an easily-changed
chuck working.

. TAPER GRINDING

Grinding a tapered
component held between
centers or by chuck.
Table is easily swiveled
for this operalion. Tapers
beyond capacity of swivel
table can be ground with a
compound swivel ieature
of table and wheelhead.

. INTERNAL GRINDING
Grinding an internal
diameter with a hinged
type internal grinding
attachment, available at
extra price, permitting a
fast grinding action.
Internalgrinding
spindle is quickly swung
down into a grinding
Position.
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WHEELHEAD RIGIDLY CONSTRUCTED FOR
EASY SETUP AND FINE FINISH
Wheelhead is composed oftwo sections a sub-slide mounted on the Vee and flat
shaped, pressure-lubricated slideways of a fixed base-a swiveling wheelhead body
supported on the sub-slide. Swiveling feature ranged from 0 to 30 degrees toward
workhead or footstock assures angular setting, and graduations provided at the rear
side help quick and easy setup.

Grinding wheel and guard can be mounted at the right side of the wheelhead for

angular grinding.

Wheelhead body can be moved back manua ly by 95mm(3.7 in), providlng an extra

capacity for large dlameter commponent for internal grinding.

Grinding wheel spindle, set in BEARING, is driven through vee-shaped belts by a

powerful (5 hp) motor. Two grinding wheel speeds can be obtained by means of

pulley change, permitting selection of suitable surface speed for wheel diameier from

355mm (14 in)to 220mm(8.7 in). The minimum grinding wheel can grind component of

diameter more than 20mm {0.79 in).

WHEELHEADWITH
PRECISION Cl GRADE
BALL SCREW TO ACHIEVE
HIGHACCURACY
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SOLID UNIVERSAL
WORKHEAD
. Precisely aligned

workhead providing the
solid support to assure
accurate grinding results in
various operations.

. Graduated swivel base for
easy swiveling up to
goloward wheelhead and
up to 30o away from
wheelhead.

. Dynamically balanced
motor to deliver adequate
Power for various work
diameters at all speeds.

. Workhead spindle speed
1 0-250RPl\.4 controlled by
inverter

. Automatac start-stop
control in conjunction with
automatic advance-
retraction of wheelhead.

. Work inching by
pushbutton to assure easy
checking of component
mounted between centers
or on cnucK.

. Combination live and dead
spindle providing quick
exchangeability from
centerto chuck operation
0r v|ce versa.

QUICK.ACTING
FOOTSTOCK
. Precisely aligned footstock

providing the solid support
lo assure accurate
grinding results.

. Precision axlal movement
of center in the precisely
machined sleeve.

. Leverclamping for quick
movement of footstock to
the desired position along
table.

. Quick-acting retraction of
center by a spring-loaded
lever.
Spindle can be locked at
fully retracted position, so
it does not readvance
unexpectedly.

. Sensitive adjustment of
center position by screw
at the rear end of ihe
footstock.

. Spring-tension adiustment
by screw to get suitable
center pressure for the
component.

r Double protection by
covers and bellows
against intrusion of
coolant or dusi.

SWIVEL TABLE AND
SLIDE TABTE
Structually rigid swivel table
is ananged to swivel in
counterclockwise directions
by a crew-adjustment at the
left end ofthe table. A
graduated scale on the end
ofthe slide table is calibrated
in degree for approximate
angular setting. A dial
indicator attachment is
effective f or f ineangular
setting or taper correction in
0.01 mm or in 0.001 inch
divisions. Hydraulic traverse
speed is adjustable in range
of 50 thru 4,000mm (2 thru
'157 in) per minute, and its
traverse stroke is also
adjustable by positioning
two dogs. Tarry time is
independently adiustable at
each stroke end. Both
smooth reversal and fine
reciprocation of min. 3 mm
(0.12 in) allow oscillation
grinding.
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SERVICEABTY LOCATED HYDRAULIC EQUIPMENT
Hydraulic mechanism is carefully designed to provide nstant
accessibility for s mplfied adjustment and maintenance.
Convenient grouping of rnotordriven duplex pump, f lters, re ief
valves, solenoid valves, pressure gauges permits easy
simp ificat on of service actions. Two detachable side covers of
tank permit easy cleaning of oi], and level of oi is ind cated by a
sight gauge. lsolated locat on of the power unit elimlnates
possibility of vibrat on and therrnal distortion to the machine
aljgnments.

COMPLETE COOLANT SUPPLY EQUIPMENT
Coolant is supplied by a motoFdrivenpump mounted on a separate
coo ant tankof 150 liters (39.6 u.s. gals.), and is dischargedfrom the
bed into the tank.lsolated locat on of the tank is ready foreasy
cleaning and replacing. In additionton the manually operated cock-
lever operation, coolant flows and stops automatically according to
the advance andretraction of wheelhead. Magnetic coolant
separator is availableat estra prjce, to automatically remove all
meta lic chi0s and abrasive oarticles and to obtain better surface
finish.

RELIABLE ELECTRICAL CONTROLS
Electrica control panel, adopting waterproof switches, is built in the apron ofthe
machine. This arrangement assureseasy, safe and efficient operation.Electrical control
box with nojusebreaker is fitted to rear left side 0f
themachine, and it permits prompt operationonly by
connecting the power source toits prirnary terminal after
installation. All motors, totally-endclosed fan-cooled type
or totally-enclosed type, have been taken into account of
siatic and dynamic balances and other qualiiy.
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1. Grinding wheel with flange.
2. Hydraulic tank with pump.
3. Table mounted type diamond tool holder, without diamond tool.
4. Spanner, screw-drivers, etc.
5. Cabidetipped work centers Morse Taper No.4 or N0.3.
6. C,oolant equipment.
7. Standard Electric equipment.

1. Diamond tool holder with micrometric feed, table-mounted type, without
diamond tool.

2. Diamond tool holder, lootstock-mounted type, without diamond tool.
3. Diamond tool holder for external and internal grinding wheel, table-mounted

type, without diamond tool.
4. Angularturing attachment, turing angle 0 thru 90" , table-mounted type,

without diamond tool.
5. Radius truing attchment, truing radius 0 thru 15mm(0 thru 0.6 in), table-

mounted type, without diamond tool.
6. Camlocked type work driving dog: 10,20,30,40,50,60mm dia. 6 pcyset.

(0.4, 0.8, 1.2, 1.6, 2.0, 2.4 in dia.)
7. l/ork holder, table-mounted type, 2 pcvset, 10 thru12omm {0.4 to 4.8 in) dia.

capacity-
8. Adjustable 2-point steady rest, table-mounted type, 10 thru 100 mm

(0.4 to 4.0 in) dia. capacity.
9. Independent 4-jaw chuck,200mm (8 in)dia., (l00mm,4" diaJor GU20)with

reversible jaws and adaptor to spindle nose.
10. Adjustable 3-jaw scroll chuck,'178mm I in) dia., (100mm,4' dia. for GU20),

with reversible jaws and adaptor to spindle nose.
1 1. Magnetic coolant separator.
1 2. PaDer filter.
13. Balancing stand and arbor
14. Internal grinding attachment.
'15. Automatic In-Process gauge.
16. Hydraulic wheel forming attachment. (mounted on wheelhead)

1 set
I Set
'1 set
1 set
2 pcs
'1 set
1 set





HINGED TYPE INTERNAL GRINDING
AffACHMENT (available at extra cost)
HINGED WPE INTERNALGRINDING ATTACHMENT
Wheelhead-mounted, hinged type internal grinding attachment
assures minimum setup and quick grinding action. This rigid
bracket can be swung down into the grinding position and
solidly clamped to the hand-scraped level by a clamping
bolt.This simple method allows grinding of both external and
internal diameters in a single chucking with pefect
concentricity, Tapered hole can be ground by swiveling either
workhead or table. Internal grlnding spindle is driven through
an endless flat belt by its own 0.75 kw (1 hp) motor, and
rotation of the spindle can be stopped whenever desired.
Safety device prevents unexpected retraction of wheel-head
while internal grinding operation. Automatic coolant flow
control is built in for convenient internal grinding operation.

INTERNAL GRINDING SPINDLES
A wide selection of spindles, quills and wheels covers the generally usefuljob-range and assures
optimum performance on internal grinding operations.
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M8 101. GREESE.PACKED
10,000 RP[,

10 18 50 32 38 [,416X1.5 17 29
22 80
25 70

t /688 24 32 M14X1.5 15 27 10.5 19 t1

t\44 I 6 21

1t

tf10x1.5 10.5 21 9.5 17 I

XX l\,118X1.25 8.5 19 8.5 147

2. GREESE. PACKED
20,000 RPM

3. GREESE-PACKED
30,000 RPM

'15 30
18 50
22 80

4. GREESE-PACKED

117.5  18  7

10 25
12 30
16 40
exf
10 30
12 40
620
725
830

-l*
40,000 FPr\.,r

,. n.rr."ro.*io I v+f x 1-r
50,000 RPI

A I

f_+
15 20 t\t7x1.0 7
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T GU 20 X 35 LAY-OUT

I GU 32 LAY-OUT


